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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF SASKATCHEWAN CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES
PROVINCIAL PROFILE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Common Vision for Increasing Physical Activity and Reducing Sedentary Living in
Canada: Let’s Get Moving (Common Vision) is a new, collective way forward that will
guide the country towards ways of increasing physical activity and reducing sedentary
living. It is a national policy document that is intended to move the country. Drawing
from the recommendations of the Common Vision, Active Saskatchewan/Saskatchewan
in motion is providing leadership to various sectors, organizations, and stakeholders to
work together to get more kids more active more often in Saskatchewan.
To better understand how Saskatchewan contributes to the national framework
(Common Vision), a physical activity profile of current promising practices and
opportunities for improvement was conducted within key priority areas. In doing so, a
data collection plan was developed which was divided into three phases: community
consultation, organizational consultation, and individual consultation. The key priority
areas that guided the profile were active outdoor play - with its risks, active
transportation, physical literacy, and balancing screen time.
Active Outdoor Play with its Risks
Participants from all phases of the consultation told us that children in this present age
are not getting enough opportunities to be physically active outdoors. Further, children’s
activities at home, in the community, and at school are too regulated, programmed,
supervised, limited, and cautioned within our society. Areas for improvement and
examples of promising practices for families, schools and communities are identified in
this profile.
Active Transportation
The consultations uncovered that the most common promising practices for active
transportation in Saskatchewan are related to school commuting. There is a lot of room
for improvement in the creation of initiatives for active transportation in neighbourhoods
and communities.
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Physical Literacy
Most community leaders and decision makers from the consultations did not have a
complete understanding of physical literacy. Many were not familiar with the jointly
agreed definition from Canada’s consensus statement. Participants from sectors where
physical literacy is embedded into programs (e.g., physical education teachers and
sport providers) showed a slightly higher understanding of physical literacy.
Recommendations and promising practices on physical literacy are outlined in this
profile.
Balancing Screen Time
Participants noted that phone policies are needed in schools to help balance screen
time for schoolchildren. Promising practices that are family-driven in addition to screen
time campaigns are also highlighted in the profile.
Overall, this profile establishes an outlook of physical activity opportunities in
Saskatchewan and serves as a tool for working groups to inspire action that will get
children, youth and families moving more and sitting less in our province.
BACKGROUND
A pragmatic approach to increasing physical activity opportunities in our communities is
to convert evidence-based research into policy initiatives. In 2018, the federal, provincial
and territorial governments published the first national policy document on physical
activity which is titled, A Common Vision for Increasing Physical Activity and Reducing
Sedentary Living in Canada: Let’s Get Moving. The focus of the Common Vision is to
get the country moving more and sitting less. Developed in alignment with other
relevant policies and frameworks, it creates a direction for organizations, communities,
and governments to apply for increasing physical activity opportunities.
Drawing from the recommendations of the Common Vision, Active Saskatchewan is
providing leadership to various sectors, organizations, and stakeholders to work
together to get more kids more active more often in Saskatchewan.
There is evidence showing that important promising opportunities exist for physical
activity across the province.
of adults in Saskatchewan were very satisfied with the opportunities to be
active in their communities.
Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute (CFLRI)
To better understand how Saskatchewan contributes to the national framework at the
provincial level, a need was identified to conduct a physical activity profile of current
promising practices and opportunities for improvement within key priority areas in our
province. This profile development was led by Active Saskatchewan/Saskatchewan in
motion.
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Active Saskatchewan/Saskatchewan in motion (AS/SIM) is the network of individuals
and organizations that are working together to create a province where physical activity
is the cultural norm. The mission is to lead, mobilize and build partnerships and
networks to take action that inspires and supports children, youth and families to move
more and sit less.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this project was to create a profile that identifies physical activity
opportunities, common perceptions, challenges, and recommendations for action to
increase physical activity and reduce sedentary living among children, youth, and
families in Saskatchewan.
PROJECT QUESTIONS
•

What are the promising physical activity opportunities for children, youth, and
families in the province based on each priority for action?

•

What are the challenges of promoting the existing opportunities for each priority for
action?

•

What are the recommendations to advance physical activity opportunities for
children, youth, and families based on each priority for action?

METHODS
The profile development is part of a process for AS/SIM to bring partners together to
work toward shared goals and outcomes. In doing so, a data collection plan was
developed which was divided into three phases: community consultation, organizational
consultation, and individual consultation.
Community Consultation
Communities were selected across several regions in the province. The selected
regions were Northwestern, North central, West central, Southeastern, Central and
Southern Saskatchewan. Community leaders, decision makers and other stakeholders
were invited for a focus group discussion in a designated area closest to their locations.
Participants that were unable to attend the focus groups were given a follow-up survey
to provide their opinion. In addition, participants were identified for key informant
interviews during the community consultation.
Organizational Consultation
Sector organizations were identified based on relevance to the key priority areas (i.e.,
active outdoor play with its risks, active transportation, screen time, and physical
literacy). Data were collected via focus group discussions and key informant interviews.
Gatherings such as annual general meetings were targeted for focus group discussions.
The sectors consulted for the profile include sports, recreation, parks, education,
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municipal planning, health promotion, outdoor groups, chronic disease groups, faithbased groups, immigrant service providers, and Indigenous groups.
Individual Consultation
The data collection plan also transcended community leaders and decision makers to
groups that may inform the profile uniquely in terms of physical activity for children,
youth, and families. In this approach, the groups consulted include youth groups,
parents, and coaches. Capturing the individual perspectives was done through separate
focus group discussion in the communities as well as key informant interviews.
Project Procedure
Following the development of a profile framework, data collection tools for focus groups
were developed and they include focus group facilitator’s guide and note-taker’s
template. For key informant interviews, a sector-specific interview guide was created to
capture unique perspectives from the different consulted partners. The selection of key
informants was based on the need to address gaps arising from focus group
conversations. Key informants were also selected to highlight the impact of specific
promising and emerging initiatives.
Every focus group discussion was preceded by an educational piece on the Common
Vision and the rationale for developing a provincial profile. The average elapsed time for
the focus group discussion was 75 minutes. In total, 199 people participated in 17 focus
group discussions and 26 key informant interviews were done across multiple sectors
for unique perspectives.
A template analysis was used to analyse each phase of data collection (Brooks and
King, 2014; Halcomb and Davidson, 2006). The data was categorized into promising
practices, areas for improvement, and recommendations for each key priority area.
Further, the data was integrated into a cumulative analysis to inherently derive themes.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
CHILDREN & YOUTH

OVERVIEW
Despite what we know about the physical, mental and emotional benefits of physical
activity, and the important role it plays in healthy growth and development, the vast
majority of Canadian children and youth are not making the grade when it comes to
getting the physical activity they need.
of 5-17 year olds in Canada are reaching their recommended physical
activity levels as outlined in the Canadian 24-hour movement guidelines
for children and youth.
2016-17 CHMS, Statistics Canada
Evidence shows that the daily steps taken by Saskatchewan children and youth are
about the same as the national average.
2014 - 2016 CANPLAY, CFLRI
Demographics of Saskatchewan children and youth
According to the 2016 Canada Census, there were
353,405 children and youth aged 0 to 24 living in
Saskatchewan. Of those 210,215 were of school age
(5 to19).
In Saskatchewan, the gender split is even among boys
and girls.
2016 Canadian Census, Stats Can
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Participants in this profile
process identified a need to
ensure that we consider the
participation, capacity and
access of those who are
Indigenous to our
country/province and those who
are new to our country/province.
In the following charts,
immigrants are defined as those
who arrived between 2011 &
2016.

Ages 0 - 14

Ages 15 – 24

2016 Canadian Census, Stats Can

Participants told us that where Saskatchewan
children and youth live has an impact on the
quality, quantity and type of physical activity
that they can access and take part in.
This data is based on Saskatchewan children
and youth in grades 7 to 12.
2015 Youth Health Survey, SAYCW
Physical Activity of Saskatchewan Children and Youth
The Youth Health Survey conducted by the Saskatchewan Alliance for Youth and
Community Wellbeing asked students in grades 7 to 12 to identify what facilitates and
inhibits their ability and desire to be physically active.
Facilitators for Physical Activity
Desire to be fit and healthy
Desire to look a certain way
School programs
Family support
Friend support
Community programs

65%
35%
30%
28%
28%
19%

Inhibitors for Physical Activity
Other responsibilities
It’s hard to find time
The activities available do not interest me
I do not like being active
It costs too much
My family is not active
Medical reasons
I do not have a place to be active
It’s hard to get to activities
My friends are not active

55%
43%
37%
12%
9%
9%
9%
8%
8%
7%
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Sport Participation of Saskatchewan Children and Youth
Organized sport is one of the indicators where children and youth are scoring high in
terms of physical activity. Participants in this profile shared that making sports more
accessible and enjoyable for children will successfully increase overall physical activity
levels.
According to parents, 77% of 5 to 19-years-olds participate in organized
physical activities or sports.
2014 -16 CANPLAY (CFLRI)
Similarly, evidence shows that Saskatchewan children and youth who participate in
organized physical activity or sport accumulate more daily steps in comparison to those
who do not.
2014 - 2016 CANPLAY, CFLRI
PRIORITIES FOR ACTION
Based on the best available evidence on strategies that have had an impact on physical
activity, four strategic priorities have been identified to get kids moving:
• Encourage Active Outdoor Play - with its risks
• Support Active Transportation
• Increase Physical Literacy
• Balance Screen Time
By focusing on these priorities, stakeholders are guided toward individual and
collaborative action to increase our collective impact on physical activity of children,
youth and families in Saskatchewan. From the profile, promising practices were
categorized under these four priority areas aforementioned. However, some other
promising practices that align with foundational principles of physical activity such as
population approach, motivations, partnerships and investments are introductorily
highlighted below. Full description of each promising practice can be found in the
attached Appendix.
R
PROMISING PRACTICE
POPULATION APPROACH
Prioritizing accessibility for all. This includes addressing barriers and improving
access to physical activities and opportunities.
Examples include:
Aboriginal Community Sport Development Grant (Sask Sport) - This grant
provides funds for equipment, transportation, leadership, and coaching to increase
sport and physical activity.
Multi-sports Youth Camp (Regina Open Door Society) - This is a program that
utilizes recreational activities to promote community integration for newcomers.
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Neighbourhood Recreation Program (City of Prince Albert) - Free and inclusive
afterschool program helping children develop leadership in sports.
Dream Brokers (Sask Sport) - The Dream Brokers bridge the inequality gap that
exists in children’s participation in sports and recreation. They facilitate and provide
resources to families and caregivers to get children involved.
Free Swim Pass (City of Yorkton) – The City of Yorkton provides students in grade
7 & 8 with free swim passes at the community recreation centre.
CULTURAL NORMS
Shaping public attitudes to make physical activity the fun and popular choice for all
Canadians – inspiring, facilitating and rewarding a cultural transformation that creates
a movement of Canadians around both structured and unstructured physical activity
throughout the course of the whole day.
Examples include:
Physical Activity Campaigns (Saskatchewan in motion) - Using a wide range of
media, social media and non-media channels Saskatchewan in motion promotes
physical activity for children and youth.
Events
Winter FunFest (City of Martensville) - This is a family-focused event that
features numerous indoor and outdoor activities.
Winter Festival (Prince Albert) - The famous winter festival organized by the
City of Prince Albert is the longest uninterrupted winter festival in Western
Canada.
PARTNERSHIPS
Creating a shared narrative for local collaboration and coordination to advance
physical activity.
Examples include:
Strategic Plan (Active Saskatchewan) - The Active Saskatchewan/Saskatchewan in
motion strategic plan provides a vision and strategic direction for the physical activity
movement in Saskatchewan.
PARTNERSHIPS
Supporting organizations and leaders in creating partnerships and collaborations.
Examples include:
Community Action Process (Saskatchewan in motion) - The goal of the
Saskatchewan in motion community action process is to inspire, galvanize, connect
and promote community action.
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Joint Use Agreements (Various Saskatchewan Communities) - Policy agreements
exist between municipalities and school boards for joint use and maintenance of
facilities for local programs.
Partnerships with Faith Based Organizations - Faith-based organizations provide
facilities to encourage indoor and outdoor physical activity for community members at
an affordable rate. They also partner to deliver programs and events for children and
families. For example: Meadow Lake Teen Program is a partnership between the
Alliance Church and Turning Point Youth Centre to inspire healthy teens.
MOTIVATIONS
Taking into consideration the individual aspirations of people who are motivated to be
active beyond just a desire for physical health, including enjoyment, cultural
revitalizations, socialization and competition.
Examples include:
Spiritual Motivations:
March for Jesus – Close to 16 churches and 1,000 participants take part in a 7km
walk on the first Saturday of September.
Fundraising/Supporting a Cause:
CIBC Run for the Cure - This initiative is organized by the Canadian Cancer Society
to raise funds in support of breast cancer.
MS Bike Run - This is a fundraising event that takes the riders through scenic parts of
Saskatchewan.
Walk or Run to Quit Program - This program encourages physical activity as an
effective substitution for quitting smoking.
Socialization Motivations:
Family Day Out - Organized by Jesus House for All Nations, in Saskatoon, this event
brings families together in a full day old-fashioned picnic event.
Competition Motivations:
Queen City Family Run & Mini Marathon - This marathon race has events for the
whole family and has various levels for participants.
Prince Albert Annual Summit Run - This is an annual all age groups run. There are
a variety of running activities that range from half marathon to 2km run.
RCCG Mini-Olympics - A day-event of track & field activities mimicking the summer
Olympics and targeting all age groups.
RCCG Western Canada Games – This event is an extension of the Mini-Olympics. It
is a two-day event of track and field activities that is held in annual rotation by the
three Western provinces.
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INVESTMENTS
Investing resources, capacity and finances to support initiatives to increase physical
activity.
Examples include:
Community Grant (Community Initiatives Fund) - The Community Initiatives Fund
invests in community and provincial physical activity initiatives.
Community Grant Program (Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust Fund) - The
Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust Fund provides community-based funding to sport,
culture and recreation initiatives.
Community Social Responsibility Investments (Saskatchewan Blue Cross) Saskatchewan Blue Cross invests in provincial physical activity initiatives
KidSport (Sask Sport) - Organized through local chapters, KidSport is a not-for-profit
organization that provides financial assistance for registration fees and equipment to
kids aged 18 and under.
Jumpstart (Canadian Tire) - Jumpstart funds a variety of sports and activities with the
goal of giving all kids the chance to discover their passion.
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ACTIVE OUTDOOR PLAY - with its risks

"Access to active play in nature and outdoors – with its risks – is essential for
healthy child development. We recommend increasing children's opportunities
for self-directed play outdoors in all settings-at home, at school, in child care, the
community and nature."
Active outdoor play is “unstructured physical activity done outdoors during children’s
free time. Play with risks is the type of play children see as thrilling and exciting, where
the possibility of physical injury may exist, but they can recognize and evaluate
challenges according to their own ability. It means giving children the freedom to decide
how high to climb, to explore the woods, get dirty, play hide ’n seek, wander in their
neighbourhoods, balance, tumble and rough-house, especially outdoors, so they can be
active, build confidence, autonomy and resilience, develop skills, solve problems and
learn their own limits.”
Canada’s Position Statement on Active Outdoor Play
The position statement was informed by the best available evidence, interpreted by a
group of Canadian experts representing 14 organizations, and reviewed and edited by
more than 1,600 stakeholders.
OVERVIEW
Community leaders and decision makers were asked for their perception of active
outdoor play for children, youth, and families in Saskatchewan. The general
understanding from their responses is described below:
• Children in this present age are not getting enough opportunities to be physically
active outdoors.
• Children’s activities at home, in the community, and at school are too regulated,
programmed, supervised, limited, and cautioned within our contemporary society.
To better understand this perspective, some descriptive quotes are highlighted below:
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“I would say it seems like physical activity only happens when it’s organized.
As opposed to spontaneous – go outside, ride a bike, kind of stuff.”
Decision Maker
“Kids don’t have as many opportunities to use their imagination or find their
own ways to entertain themselves and explore.”
Decision Maker
The perceptions of the participants are backed by research.
of children play outside every day.
2016 Report Card on Physical Activity for Children & Youth, ParticipACTION

Min/day

Children and youth in grades 6 – 10 in Canada report playing outdoors
for 15 minutes per day on average.
2018 HBSC, PHAC
Kids are twice as likely to be active when they are outside.

2015 Report Card on Physical Activity for Children & Youth, ParticipACTION
From a policy perspective, focus group members were asked to discuss whether active
outdoor play such as tobogganing, tree climbing, and street hockey, were either banned
or promoted in their communities. Interestingly, the main theme that emerged from the
responses of the community leaders was that most communities do not have
existing policies to guide active outdoor play with its risks for children, youth,
and families. While certain activities may be controlled in some communities, most
partners and stakeholders described that these types of adventurous activities are
neither banned nor promoted.
Active outdoor play, with its risks, tends to be more restricted in schools relative to the
communities; however, these restrictive guidelines are mostly individually driven. For
example, participants explained that a principal may completely restrict tobogganing in
the school, if an incident resulted in a serious injury. In the case of communities, some
parents described that children are allowed to freely engage in outdoor play in their
neighbourhoods, while parents in other neighbourhoods may experience stigmatization
such as report to local authorities for their children’s engagement in street hockey.
Policies around outdoor play with its risks are currently being considered for
development by some communities such as Prince Albert. The quote below helps
describe the status of active outdoor play with its risks in schools and communities.
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“There are some communities who are more mindful of ensuring that they are
incorporating elements of physical activity into their programming and some
aren’t. It’s one of those things that comes down to the leadership and their own
perspectives and priorities.”
Decision Maker
IEW
AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
1. Changing culture
The profile showed that Saskatchewan communities are experiencing a cultural shift
characterized by people’s perceptions, attitudes, and expectations of active outdoor
play. People do not seem to value the importance of outdoor play and there seems
to be a shifting dynamic in the rural SK because of urbanization. Community leaders
and decision makers described that there are less naturally occurring games
happening in the neighbourhoods, and people are losing sense of community. Street
play is not occurring naturally because of lack of cohesion in the neighbourhoods
and neighbours do not know each other anymore. Below are some quotes
describing the changing culture perspective:
“There is an unfounded fear out there that is misplaced. People are not
comfortable with their neighbours.”
Community leader
“…changing dynamics whereby we have made our kids believe that it’s okay
not to go outside.”
Community leader
“Built in culture of helicopter parenting whereby parents want to know where
the children are at every moment. It’s sort of a microchip of where the children
are, so it’s a changing culture.”
Decision maker
“We are in a position whereby parents want to see everything registered and
signed up.”
Community leader
2. Perceived fear/safety concerns
This is another area for improvement as identified by participants during the
consultation. People tend to have perceived safety concerns with their children
engaging in independent outdoor play. This profile showed that parents have less
trust in the public for many reasons. The most common reason identified was fear of
stigmatization or being judged as a careless parent. High crime rates in some
neighbourhoods was also identified as a safety concern. Overall, safety was a major
issue that prevented parents from allowing their children outdoors. Here are some
quotes describing the fear perspective:
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“Difficult for parents to take their children out to events where alcohol usage is
high.”
Community leader
“I don’t see little kids at the skate park or the trails because you don’t want to
go there when there’s a bunch of people vaping and stuff like that.”
Youth
“I trust my kids, but I don’t trust people.”
Parent
“Fear of being stigmatized as low-income earner due to the acceptance of
Jumpstart and KidSport funding.”
Community leader
“…incidence of two children being stopped by the police for roaming in the
street… another of children on their bikes getting in trouble for roaming.”
Community leader
3. Financial cost
Despite the support of programs such as Jumpstart and KidSport across many
Saskatchewan communities. The cost of outdoor programs was still identified as an
area for improvement. Most families rely on structured programs for children’s
outdoor play opportunities, and many of these programs come at a high cost. For
some, the cost of equipment or warm winter gear prevents their children from
engaging in outdoor physical activity during the cold seasons. Below are some
quotes describing the cost perspective:
“Difficult for kids who can’t afford the structured programs. They end up settling
for indoor screen time.”
Community leader
“I would love to take my students on cross-country skiing but from a budget
perspective, we can’t.”
Teacher
“Lots of access to summer camps but the money is an issue.”
Parent
4. Liability concerns
Liability is another area for improvement with active outdoor play as identified in this
profile. More specifically, community leaders and decision makers described
perceived concerns over legal consequences of risks associated with active outdoor
play. Many community leaders identified litigation and insurance issues as major
concerns particularly for institutions trying to promote active outdoor play with its
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risks. The quote below from a schoolteacher describes the rigorous administrative
process that some teachers undergo while promoting common outdoor activity for
students.
“I have to send a letter home before taking kids out across the street.”
Teacher
“Teachers are so stressed these days with paperwork”
Community leader
5. Other areas for improvement
• Lack of policies to guide active outdoor play
• Cold weather
• Reliance on technology/screen usage
• Accessibility to outdoor opportunities for all groups
• Need for volunteers and champions in communities and schools
• Competing priorities for parents – parental busy schedule
• There is the danger of wild/stray animals keeping children indoors especially in
smaller communities
• Privilege - Active outdoor play was linked with privilege particularly in terms of
association between socioeconomic status and access to resources and safe
neighbourhood.
“Trying to provide bikes is hard, trying to provide skis is hard and getting
families to events can be challenging too.”
Community leader
RECOMMENDATIONS
All of the recommendations in this profile emerged from the consultations. From a
general perspective, children in the bigger communities tend to need more unstructured
play opportunities while children in the smaller communities tend to need more
organized programs. The recommendations are subdivided into categories for
applicability as described below:
Education and awareness
• More awareness of existing programs.
“Better communication is required to let people know what is available.”
Youth
• Encourage a cultural norm that allows children to play outdoors (i.e., play on the
streets, and engage in adventurous play without being stigmatized).
• There is the need to create a cultural norm that the winter season provides
enormous opportunities for children’s outdoor play.
• There is the need to define risk, acceptable levels of risk, and the benefits of risk.
• Educate teachers on the importance of outdoor play with its risks.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide awareness to adults on the importance of active outdoor play with its
risks.
Find effective ways to inform people of events that are happening (social media,
websites, newsletters, bulletin boards, word of mouth, etc.).
Provide a detailed communication of program instructions and process while
considering language barriers.
Have physical activity as part of existing successful events.
Use role models such as Riders’ players in presentations for inspiration.
Promote outdoor play as a cultural norm through campaigns – “GET OUT SASK”

Neighbourhood building and social connectivity
• Inspire a walk/block party program - Block off the streets for engagement in a
block party or a day event/activity, so neighbours can get to know each other.
• Communities should focus on creating more neighbourhood building activities to
encourage people to socialize within their neighbourhood.
• Organize family events such as a winter festival.
• Improve neighbourhood safety through practices such as online neighbourhood
watch platform, and surveillance of parks and playgrounds.
More representative voices as champions in communities and schools
• Delegate someone to head and encourage risky play
“Let’s all have a tobogganing day or play street hockey.”
Community leader
• Hire a sports/physical activity program coordinator at communities, if needed.
• Have a Recreation Board Representative, as a spokesperson.
• Increase leadership of Indigenous people in organizations to ensure cultural
responsiveness.
• Encourage more volunteer participation.
• Encourage youth (18+) to get involved in the community. For example, coaching
younger children.
• Create a mentorship program to get youth engaged.
Intersectoral/Intercultural recommendations
• Form partnerships with a neighbouring community.
• Adopt a joint-use agreement between schools and community to use
facilities/green spaces.
• Strengthen partnerships between health authority and education sector. For
example, health promotion campaigns on the importance of active outdoor play
can be held in schools. Health care professionals can also endorse outdoor
physical activity more often.
• Adopt a practice of intercultural competence and cultural responsiveness.
“I think Saskatchewan mindset needs to change and we really need to start
looking at training for intercultural competence.”
Decision maker
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•
•

Build partnerships with settlement agencies such as Regina Open Door Society
(RODS), Settlement Workers in Schools (SWIS), and Saskatchewan Association of
Immigrant, Settlement and Integration Agencies (SAISIA).
Build partnerships with faith-based and cultural groups. Most immigrants are
connected to these groups even more than settlement agencies.

Better utilization of existing resources
• Learn ways to better utilize the infrastructure/facilities available.
“Draw from in motion initiatives on ways to make amenities age friendly.”
Community leader
• Invest in the need for supervision at some places in the community such as skate
parks and outdoor pools. Having an instructor at the outdoor rink can encourage
beginners and younger children.
• Provide warm shelters at outdoor facilities.
• Promote sharing of local activities and remind people of existing opportunities.
• Use technology to promote outdoor physical activity.
“Oh did you know that there is an activity at the park today.”
Parent
• Make washrooms accessible at green spaces.
• Make wheelchairs accessible at facilities.
Provision of new infrastructure/facilities
• Lighting.
• Consistent maintenance of sidewalk and trails.
• Situate facilities such as skate parks in safer areas of the community.
Recommendations for schools
• Promote and implement land-based learning
• Provide reassurance to parents on their children’s safety.
• More support for schoolteachers to balance workload particularly in relation to
risk assessment paperwork.
Recommendations for parents
• We should learn to appreciate our roots
“As parents, we should not forget about our roots, where we came from,
and the importance because it is really what propels our passion for the
work we are doing today. I get reminded of this every time at the City
Council. Our City Council is really adamant about winter play and making
playgrounds more accessible.”
Community leader
• Parents need to be active to promote active kids.
• Parents need more awareness of KidSport as a good resource. People seem to
be more aware of Jumpstart because of Canadian Tire commercial.
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Financial support
• Use active events as fundraisers.
• Improve access to equipment to participate in sports.
• Provide support in schools for activities such as cross-country skiing and
skateboard/bike shop
• For some groups such as Indigenous groups, physical activity or sports is not a
priority. There are broader concerns like poverty, nutrition, and housing, so
programs for these groups must focus on building capacity.
Other recommendations
• Incentivize participation in outdoor play - Use a reward system to promote
outdoor engagement/active living.
• Invest in Early Years
• There is the need to regularly come together with like-minded people to discuss
challenges and success.
“We felt we had in motion as a cheerleader.”
Community leader
PROMISING PRACTICES
SPACES & PLACES
Prioritizing the design of safe spaces and places to increase outdoor recreational
physical activity opportunities across settings (e.g., public spaces, parks, playgrounds,
green spaces, natural settings).
Examples include:
Accessible Access to Outdoor Spaces (City of Meadow Lake) – Community design
ensures outdoor rinks, skate parks, and spray parks are in residential areas to ensure
accessibility.
Creation of Snow Hill (Town of Assiniboia Recreation and Community Wellness
Committee) – A snow hill was pushed up to promote tobogganing and other outdoor
snow activities.
Neighbourhood Watch (Prince Albert Volunteer group) - This initiative promotes
neighbourhood safety and connectivity.
Alfred Jenkins Inclusive Playground (Jumpstart Prince Albert) – This play space is
the first of its kind in Saskatchewan, and one of the largest playgrounds in Western
Canada.
Free Access to Outdoor Spaces (Various Communities) - Access to outdoor spaces
such as outdoor skating rinks, beaches & waterfronts, adventure play spaces and
trails.
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Outdoor Classrooms (Various Communities) – Outdoor classrooms are situated in
natural settings where children can explore and develop confidence and competence
as they adapt to their physical needs. For example, Yorkton Regional School uses a
large tipi for active outdoor classroom.
CULTURAL NORMS
Influencing attitudes to encourage outdoor play by focusing on what to do, where to
do it, and when to do it.
Examples include:
Land-Based Learning (Various Communities) - This initiative ensures the integration
of cultural education with outdoor play for a sense of holistic learning. For example,
Churchbridge Elementary School provides outdoor classrooms and the students
build forts and climb trees. The Lloydminster Public School Division encourages
students to explore the community by walking and biking to various community
destinations.
Outdoor Education (Riverside Community School – Prince Albert) - Riverside
Community School integrates outdoor education into their curricula.
“Search and Rescue” (Columbia School – Yorkton) - An afterschool outdoor
education program designed for children in grade 7 & 8 to explore outdoors and
engage in snowshoeing and cross-country skiing.
Slip N’ Slide (Town of Assiniboia Recreation and Community Wellness Committee) This is a popular summertime activity that is usually integrated into community events.
TimberNook Saskatoon (Saskatoon) - This is a nature-based programming initiative
that delivers a wide range of exploratory outdoor programs to children as early as 2
years to 12 years.
River Runners (Prince Albert Police Service) - An annual canoe trip with a three-day
(two-night) voyage on the North Saskatchewan River, to engage in canoeing,
kayaking, and other adventure play for youth (13 to 18 years).
Gardening Program (Regina Food Bank) - This program recruits children’s
participation by going from door to door and then walking together with them to the
garden to learn about horticulture.
Kids Wilderness Run (City of Prince Albert) - Kids engage in an exciting and
challenging run through the Little Red River Park for an estimated 1km distance.
Pine Needle Bike Festival (Prince Albert) - This annual event features an outdoor
6km bike loop around the Little Red River Park, and other activities for children.
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Outdoor Play Bingo Cards (Parkland Valley Sport, Culture and Recreation District) The use of bingo cards has helped to inspire outdoor physical activity for children in
communities.
Virtual Active Bingo Challenge (Prince Albert Grand Council) - This initiative involves
a weekly challenge of activities that encourage movement. Social media platforms
such as Facebook are effective in the delivery of this initiative.
CULTURAL NORMS
Removing stigmas, stereotypes and fears around letting children play outdoors by
reinforcing that active, free play is “risky” but not always unsafe. Ensuring policy
decisions support active outdoor play.
Examples include:
Outdoor Play Workgroup (Saskatchewan in motion) - The Outdoor Play Workgroup
is a group of organizations working together to provide education and resources to
Saskatchewan decision makers to facilitate active outdoor play.
CULTURAL NORMS
Changing prevailing attitudes among many Canadians that physical activity is only a
fair weather pursuit. Embracing sport, recreation and physical activity in all seasons as
a Canadian trademark.
Examples include:
Polar Bear Club (Churchbridge School) - This program focuses on how to dress
properly for active outdoor play in the winter. Outdoor play is the reward for proper
winter dress code.
Annual Spring Clean Up and Block Party (Meadow Lake) - This event helps improve
a sense of community by inspiring parents to allow their children outdoors to play and
socialize with other kids in their neighbourhood.
LEADERSHIP AND LEARNING
Including culturally relevant content in programs that create awareness of the history
and experience of Indigenous people in Canada.
Examples include:
Outdoor Adventure Camp (City of Prince Albert) - Kids aged 5 to 12 years, are
transported to Little Red River Park for a day of adventure play and learning.
Cultural Camp – Land-Based Program (Northern Inter-Tribal Health Authority) - This
program assists youth to develop traditional outdoor movement skills. The camp is
focused on activities such as fishing, hunting, traditional healing and treatment
awareness, tobacco control strategies, and outdoor education.
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LEADERSHIP & LEARNING
Steering practitioners to best practices in training and professional development,
including tools, programs and resources that support active outdoor play.
Examples include:
Vitamin N Resources for Teachers (Saskatchewan Physical Education Association)
– Toolkits are provided to classrooms and they include GPS, compass, binoculars, flint
striker, and more.
LEADERSHIP & LEARNING
Encouraging post-secondary education curriculum to ensure that all preservice
teacher training programs have required courses as graduation requirements.
Examples include:
Health Outdoor Physical Education (HOPE) Program for Preservice Training
(University of Regina) - All physical education major students are required to take at
least three classes in outdoor education at the Faculty of Education, University of
Regina.
INVESTMENTS
Investing resources, capacity and finances to support initiatives to increase active
outdoor play.
Examples include:
Outdoor Project Grant (SaskOutdoors) – SaskOutdoors provides grants for outdoorfocused projects to teachers and community leaders.
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION

Active Transportation can be described as all human-powered forms of travel, such as
walking, cycling, in-line skating, skateboarding, skiing, canoeing, and more. Walking
and cycling are among the most popular and can be combined with other modes, such
as public transit. Some examples are walking to the store or to school, or cycling to the
recreation center.
BC Healthy Communities Society
OVERVIEW
From the consultations, the most identified promising practices for active transportation
in Saskatchewan were related to school commuting. There is a lot of room for
improvement in the creation of initiatives for active transportation in the neighbourhood
or community. The identified areas for improvement of active transportation were
commonly related to infrastructure development and maintenance.
of Canadian kids aged 5-19 use active modes of transportation. 16% use
a combination of active/inactive modes of transportation to and from
school.
2014-16 CANPLAY, CFLRI
Saskatchewan in motion School Travel Planning initiatives show a slightly higher
percentage of children and youth using active modes of transportation to and from
school.
The most common active transportation destinations are:
• Home
• School
• Store
• Friend’s home
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AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
The commonly identified areas were related to the development and maintenance of
infrastructure by the municipality. The following categories help to describe the
infrastructure related challenges:
1. Snow removal bylaw
• Businesses have a bylaw for sidewalk snow clearing but no bylaw on residential
snow clearing.
• Lack of bylaw enforcement for residents to keep their sidewalks clean.
“Lots of parents are hesitant when snow is pushed up to the sidewalk.
Better outcomes are observed in the summer.”
Community leader
2. Sidewalk/trail related challenges
• Some communities are lacking trails while some have trails with inadequate
linkage and signage.
• Lack of sidewalks in some neighbourhoods become more challenging in the
winter.
• Lack of sidewalk maintenance.
• Lack of continuous sidewalks in some areas that children use regularly.
• Lack of sidewalks in some newly developed areas.
• Lack of sidewalks and ramps in areas such as schools.
• Cars parking and blocking sidewalk path.
3. Bike-related challenges
• Lack of bike racks in many locations.
• Skepticism about most bike riders despite good intentions from them.
• Lack of education on bike safety for children.
• Lack of bike lanes on the roads.
• Lack of bike storage in places/facilities such as schools leading to high rates of
bike theft.
“People go around cutting bike and scooter locks. So, I don’t take my
scooter or bike to school because I don’t want it to get stolen.”
Youth
4. Signage and lighting issues
“Lights are really bad along the busy highways. Unsafe to cross the roads.”
Youth
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5. Other areas for improvement
• Changing cultural perspectives such as busy parent’s schedule, and
convenience of using motorized transportation
• Safety challenges in the neighbourhood and school zones. Most parents tend to
drive and drop their kids because of hurry and convenience.
• Transportation and traffic challenges such as door to door bussing and lack of
favourable public transit in some communities.
• Weather related issues, particularly walking or biking in the winter.
• Lack of proper education on the importance of active transportation.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Infrastructure development and maintenance
• Improve sidewalk and trail conditions.
• Provide bike storage at schools and bike racks at playgrounds.
• Link trails with neighbouring communities
• Building a vision for community residents. Help people get a sense of what the
community might look like when projected plans are implemented.
Policy recommendations for safety and accessibility
• Enforce bylaw for residential snow removal particularly.
• Amend snow removal policies to prioritize some main walking paths or sidewalks
needed to aid active transportation to school.
• Adjust school bus transportation policy
o Get the school district to adjust the bussing policy to allow kids to walk to
school. Then provide accessible transportation, as needed.
o Have a central drop off spot to encourage active transportation.
• Extend transit hours as needed particularly to accommodate children’s after
school programs.
• Ensure consistency in leadership/municipality policies or programs or initiatives
on active transportation.
• Encourage intersectoral partnership by creating a community liaison that involves
the RCMP, schools, municipality, insurance agency, and an action committee.
• Reduce speed limit in school zones to 30 km/hr.
“We are 50 everywhere besides the school zones which is 40, and that is
very fast for a small community.”
Community leader
Education and awareness on safety for parents and caregivers
• Use campaign tools such as social media, seminars, and webinars.
• Create awareness on how to use active transportation options and the
importance.
• Empower parents to teach their children safe ways to use active transportation.
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•
•

Educate and communicate constantly on the need to dress for the weather.
Inspire local champions and volunteers to move forward the cause.

Funding support
• There is need for financial support and resources to initiate programs in many
communities.
PROMISING PRACTICES
SPACES & PLACES
Reviewing and supporting active transportation solutions.
Examples include:
Active Infrastructure (Various communities) - Many active transportation features
were identified as promising practices in some communities. These include:
Development and maintenance of sidewalks, crosswalks, and trails, review of signage,
bike racks and cages, and snow removal policy. Active transportation master plan is
also implemented in some communities.
Traffic Calming Measures (Various communities) - This is a policy initiative adopted
to reduce the speed of vehicles and improve safety in strategic places such as school
zones and playground zones.
Walk a Block Program (Town of Assiniboia) - A day of the week is designated for
residents to walk a block around their residential area to increase physical activity and
improve safety and security.
Positive Ticketing Program - This is an incentive program that is designed to issue
positive tickets for children’s positive behaviour.
Golden Shovel Award (City of Prince Albert) - This is an incentive program whereby
an award is given by the Mayor to any resident nominated for clearing their
neighbour’s sidewalk.
Sidewalk Audit - A City Councillor encouraging residents to identify areas that need
sidewalks as an audit and upgrade process.
SPACES & PLACES
Developing culturally relevant spaces and places for physical activity for Indigenous peoples,
such as safe walkable communities.

Examples include:
Connected Trail (Meadow Lake & Flying Dust First Nation) - The communities of
Meadow Lake and Flying Dust First Nation have initial plans to expand and connect
the trail system between the two communities to provide a safe, active transportation
corridor for children and youth travelling to recreation opportunities in each community.
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LEADERSHIP & LEARNING
Steering practitioners to best practices in training and professional development,
including tools, programs and resources that support active transportation.
Examples include:
School Travel Planning Resources (Saskatchewan in motion) - The Saskatchewan
in motion web site has a variety of tools and resources to guide communities through
a school travel planning process. The tools include infographics, neighbourhood
walkability checklist, videos and more.
Active Transportation Workgroup (Saskatchewan in motion) - The Active
Transportation Workgroup is made up of partner organizations working together to
raise awareness of the importance of active transportation and to provide education
and learning opportunities that inspire active transportation policy.
CULTURAL NORMS
Supporting quality physical activity experiences that are foundational early on in life,
such as active modes of transportation to and from school.
Examples include:
School Travel Planning (Saskatchewan in motion) - School travel planning is an
initiative that brings schools and community partners together to develop active and
safe routes to school.
Safety Patrol Program (Canadian Automobile Association (CAA) - Student patrollers
provide standard road crossing guidance to their peers to promote school zone safety,
particularly in elementary schools.
Bike Rodeo (Various Communities) - This is a program designed to help improve
cycling safety standards for children. Bike rodeo typically involves demonstrating
safety rules to children, observing their ability, and training them to ride safely.
Move to Grow (Saskatoon Public Schools) – This is a campaign that involves
encouraging students and families to choose active commute to school. The initiative
specializes in educating schoolchildren on the safe ways to travel to and from school.
The campaign also includes Move to Grow Brain Activating Movement and Move to
Grow Independence.
Walking School Bus (Various Communities) - Groups of children walk to school
under an adult supervision.
School Bus Cutback (Various Communities) - School buses to pick children at predetermined radial locations from school, which indirectly encourages children to use
active means of transportation for their daily commute to school.
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PHYSICAL LITERACY

“Physical literacy can be described as the motivation, confidence, physical competence,
knowledge and understanding to value and take responsibility for engagement in
physical activities for life.”
Canadian consensus statement (PHAC, 2015)
OVERVIEW
During the consultation, the understanding of community leaders and decision makers
on the term physical literacy and awareness of this jointly agreed definition was
explored. The feedback from the consultation showed the following:
• Most community leaders and decision makers from the consultation did not have
a complete understanding of physical literacy.
• Community leaders and decision makers from sectors where physical literacy is
embedded into programs (e.g., physical education teacher and sport providers)
showed more complete understanding of physical literacy.
• Physical literacy is commonly associated with development of fundamental
movement skills with little emphasis on the other components such as motivation,
confidence, understanding, and lifelong perspective.
Community leaders who showed an understanding were asked how they received or
shared information concerning physical literacy:
• Saskatchewan in motion
• Saskatchewan Physical Education Association (SPEA)
• Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association
• ParticipACTION
• Lending kits at the library
• Other (email, websites, conferences, and books).
of schools provide students with instruction in physical education from a
physical education specialist on a daily basis.
OPASS, CFLRI
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of students in grades 5 – 8 are getting 150 minutes (Sask curriculum
guidelines) of physical education each week.
72% of high school students are taking physical education.
OPASS, CFLRI
This is consistent with data collected by the University of Saskatchewan in partnership
with the Saskatchewan Ministry of Education, Saskatchewan Physical Education
Association and Saskatchewan in motion in 2010.
AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
In addition to some of the previously identified challenges such as busy family lifestyles,
increasing screen time, and lack of motivation, below is a breakdown of more specific
challenges to overcome in relation to physical literacy:
1. Schools
• Physical education is not required for teacher certification by regulatory
certification bodies and the Ministry of Education.
• Lack of trained Physical Education specialists in schools
“I think the school division is lacking in that aspect.”
Community leader
• Lack of school division policies to ensure physical education teachers are
trained.
• Lack of skilled coaches/teachers/mentors to help build up children’s love for
sports, thereby leading to high drop out levels.
“Schools with leaders/principals with physical education background have
some trained teachers teaching physical education in their schools. This is
not the case in most schools.”
Teacher
• The use of biological age versus chronological age for assigning children into
groups or classes.
• Placing less value on physical education in schools. Physical Education is not
required for grade 11 & 12.
• The small schools may have difficulty using outdoors to promote physical literacy
due to challenges with prep time and scheduling.
2. Preservice training
• Less value given to health and physical education in the school system.
I believe that the importance of health education or physical education, not
identified as being critical in the preparation of teachers, as compared to
other required subject areas of study is a challenge.”
University Professor
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•

•

Decreasing number of health and physical education faculty members.
“So that’s worrisome in the preparation of teachers, if we don’t have a
physical presence in tenured track positions.”
University Professor
The importance of physical activity for cognitive health and academic
performance as part of prospective teachers training does not seem to translate
beyond faculty members working in physical education, kinesiology, and health
disciplines. This would mean that prospective teachers in other disciplines may
not formally receive this knowledge and may be unaware of the importance of
physical activity for cognitive health of schoolchildren.

3. Coaches and sport organizations
• Lack of proper understanding of physical literacy for coaches.
Because people feel that doing my sports makes them physical literate;
however, they don’t understand that you may have a narrow scope of the
physical literacy they are trying to develop, but not the full components.”
Decision maker
• Retaining coaches.
“Often when parents agree to coach teams, there is that immediate need
that my child is in need of a coach so I’m going to train to be a coach. Then
as the child goes through the program and ages out, a parent coach may
lose interest in coaching in many instances and so there is the need to
constantly retrain new coaches.”
Decision maker
• Lack of connection between provincial sport organizations and schools.
“Triple ball is an example of adapted sports for learning of skills at
developmental stages, which was developed by the Saskatchewan
Volleyball Association. However, in the school system, the concept is not
being used.”
Decision maker
4. Other areas for improvement
• Some new playgrounds do not seem appropriate for little children.
• Size of the community may impact children’s level of sport participation, as some
communities may not be big enough to have a recreation/competitive league.
• Parents pushing children immensely to excel in only one sport.
• Physical activity is not a priority for some families and that affects how children
participate.
• Financial issues.
• Liability issues.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for schools
• School Divisions should ensure the Physical Education curriculum is properly
taught. Amend policy on Physical Education for grade 11 & 12
“If we have a really good functioning school physical education program,
that would really help to ensure that everyone is receiving the skills they
need.”
Decision maker

•

•
•
•

“We have been learning the same sports since elementary school. So, it will
be nice to learn new things/sports in the gym class.”
Youth
Hire Physical Education specialist to teach physical literacy right from early
years. Getting back to the basics to educate and teach kids appropriately to
improve competence and confidence.
Embed physical literacy into existing programs and not necessarily creating new
programs.
Use LEAP activity kits to promote physical literacy.
Categorize children for skill development based on their levels of competence.
“If I was in a group where we are at the same level, it’s going to be a lot
easier to learn new skills.”
Youth
“If I feel we are at the same skill level and I feel I won’t embarrass myself,
then I’d be more confident to try new sports.”
Youth
“I am concerned whether the people are going to judge me.”
Youth

Recommendations for preservice training
• Take the mindset of physical literacy with the notion of lifelong movement and
integrate it into programs.
• Interdisciplinary/holistic manner of preparing prospective teachers. Ensure the
concept of outdoor education permeates into different disciplines of education for
prospective teachers.
• There should be an equality of time allocation for physical and health education
just as other curricula such as Maths, Language, or Social Studies Education.
• Faculties need to stay involved in the field.
“We need to do supervision of our pre-interns and interns in our programs
in the field.”
University professor
• Outdoor education should be valued in the school system.
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•

“Research tells us that if we are all exposed to doing more things in the
outdoors, in a very unstructured way, the therapeutic advantage on mental
health is great. So this should be more valued in the school systems.”
University professor
The use of ground-breaking work as a resource is recommended (e.g.,SPARK by
Dr. John Ratey for exercise and brain health).

Recommendations for sports
• Member associations can partner with school division. Coaches connecting back
to the schools. For example, professional high-performance coach in a club
connecting back into the schools. In other words, mobilizing coaches who are in
the communities who generally work outside of the school hours to come into
schools and teach specific skills that are related to their sport.
• Early exposure. Giving exposure and quality instruction at a beginner level is
very critical so that people have a positive experience.
• Education and awareness on the importance of sports is necessary.
“It’s been a while since we focused on the benefits of sports for physical
literacy. So, if we want more people to be physically literate, we need more
people in the sport system.”
Decision maker
• Balance of sport engagement at early years across different sports.
“Most sports are not promoted. Like I know in my school, football and
volleyball are the main sports and besides that, nobody really cares.”
Youth
• More funding going towards sport for more affordable sport opportunities.
“It cost more in the winter to use the indoor track.”
Youth
Promote a culture of active living.
• Educate parents to explain to children the reasons for taking active choices such
as walking to a grocery store or convenience store.
• Expose children to many physical activity or sport opportunities.
• Educate and increase awareness on importance of learning a variety of sports.
• Educate adults on the importance and benefits of outdoor physical activity to
encourage parent-child exploratory engagement that promotes confidence and
competence.
Improve community and intersectoral partnerships.
• Community action team can partner with family resource centre, health authority,
regional library, and other youth groups.
• Partner with the Dream Brokers for promotion of outdoor activities and sports
• Create community forums.
• Promote opportunities for teachers to be involved in the community to implement
programs that are holistic in nature.
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Other Recommendations
• Support family interests and programming for parents to improve physical
literacy. Bear in mind that adults tend to have less interest in playing and people
feel shy trying new things in public or in front of others.
• Reach out to day homes and early childcare centres
• There is need for financial support through grants and donations from community
service groups.
• Consider what appeals to parents who do not like sports.
PROMISING PRACTICES
PHYSICAL LITERACY
Recognizing and promoting physical literacy as an essential part of childhood
development, like numeracy and literacy.
Examples include:
Physical Literacy Communities Pilot (Partners for Physical Literacy) - The Physical
Literacy Communities Pilot brought partners together to support action in 3
communities (Martensville, Wynyard and Outlook) toward increasing physical literacy
among children and youth.
Healthy Start Program (Réseau Santé Francophone Health Network) - A program
for children in early years, that has target outcomes on physical literacy and physical
activity through the use of LEAP resources in daycare, preschool & kindergarten.
PHYSICAL LITERACY
Recognizing that developing physical literacy, regardless of jurisdiction, is a
component of a quality physical education curriculum, and that a minimum of 30
minutes of quality daily physical education is required for students to learn the
knowledge, skills, competencies and confidence for life-long movement.
Examples include:
QDPE Awards (Saskatchewan Physical Education Association) - QDPE Awards
identify, recognize and encourage excellence in school physical education programs.
Saskatchewan Physical Education Curriculum (Ministry of Education) - The
physical education curriculum is designed to support students to become physically
educated and have the understanding and skills to engage in movement activity, and
the confidence and disposition to live a healthy, active lifestyle.
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PHYSICAL LITERACY
Providing Saskatchewan children and youth with education, experiences, and
opportunities to develop their physical literacy as the building blocks to get
Saskatchewan moving.
Examples include:
Exploratories (E.S. Laird Middle School, Lloydminster) - This school program for
grades 7, 8 & 9, provides opportunities to explore a diverse range of activities, skills,
and topics of interest.
Learn to Do Program (SaskOutdoors) - This program offers family learn-to-do events
during the winter with focus on outdoor activities such as learn to cross country ski,
learn to canoe, and learn to winter camp.
Children on the Move: An Active Living Alphabet (Dr. June LeDrew) - Active for
Life book that introduces physical literacy to early years children.
Lending Library (Various Communities) - The goal of the program is to provide
children and their families with the opportunity to freely borrow sports equipment as
needed. SaskOutdoors also provides a lending library for outdoor equipment.
Physical Literacy in the Library Project (Southeast Sport, Culture and Recreation
District) - Physical literacy kits are made available in the libraries for children to
access.
YMCA Physical Literacy Program (Regina YMCA) - The YMCA delivers a physical
literacy program for early years and preadolescents with focus on the development of
fundamental movement skills (FMS) and performing activities in different
environments.
Sportball - Sportball is an initiative that is designed to teach children fundamental,
social, and cognitive skills needed to thrive in sports with a mandate to set children on
a path of lifelong healthy active living.
Jackrabbit Program (Prince Albert Nordic Ski Club) - This is a program that teaches
fun cross-country skiing for kids 5 to 12 years of age.
Dance Class (Jesus House for All Nations in Saskatoon) – Dance classes are
organized once a month to explore movement and get people vigorously active.
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PHYSICAL LITERACY
Advancing across all sectors and levels a unified vision for how to understand and
enable physical literacy.
Examples include:
Physical Literacy Campaign (Physical Literacy Workgroup) - Partner organizations
are working together to leverage existing networks to increase awareness and
understanding of physical literacy.
Take the LEAD (Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association) - This program
focuses on coaching youth between 11 to 14 years to develop leadership capacity in
physical activity.
High Five (Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association) - High Five is a national
initiative delivered to assist leaders in school and community settings to provide
quality sport and recreation programs with physical literacy outcomes.
National Coaching Certification Program - NCCP (Saskatchewan Coaching
Association) - Coaching training and certification is the main tool/vehicle utilized to
expand the scope of physical literacy within the coaching and sport community.
Long-term Athlete Development (LTAD) Model (Canadian Sport for Life) - Sask
Sport Inc. provides information, tools and resources through their membership to
inform the sport community at all levels about physical literacy and LTAD.
LEADERSHIP & LEARNING
Steering practitioners to best practices in training and professional development,
including tools, programs and resources that support physical literacy.
Examples include:
Physical Education Resources (Saskatchewan Physical Education Association) The Saskatchewan Physical Education Association provides and promotes tools and
resources to improve physical education in Saskatchewan.
LEADERSHIP & LEARNING
Encouraging post-secondary education curriculum to ensure that all preservice
teacher training programs have physical education/physical literacy elements as
graduation requirements .
Examples include:
Required Area of Study (University of Regina) - Physical education is a required
area of study at the Faculty of Education, University of Regina.
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BALANCING SCREEN TIME

“Screen time refers to the time spent on screen-based behaviours. These behaviours
can be performed while being sedentary or physically active.”
2018 Report Card on Physical Activity for Children & Youth, ParticipACTION
OVERVIEW
The profile showed that Saskatchewan school divisions are lacking phone policies for
students in schools. In addition, most of the promising practices identified for screen
time in this profile are family-driven initiatives. Although this was a topic of interest at all
consultations, there was little content provided on awareness of promising practices.
of 5-17 year olds are engaging in more screen time than is recommended
by the Canadian 24 hour Movement guidelines for recreational screenbased sedentary behaviours.
2014-15 CHMS, Statistics Canada
of 12-17 year olds are meeting the recommended guidelines for screen
time.
2016 – 17 CHMS, Statistics Canada
Recreational screen time according to a self-report survey of Saskatchewan youth in
grades 7- 12

2015 Youth Health Survey, SAYCW
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AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
1. Generational and societal perspective of technology
Clearly there is a battle between screen time versus family time. Our contemporary
society is changing to less family engagement due to screen time.
2. Parenting styles
• Excessive screen accessibility for children.
• Letting screens become the supervisor for little kids rather than parents. Using
technology as a babysitter.
• Parental screen time can cause excessive screen time for their children.
• Multi-tasking parent. Parents’ busy schedule and the need for privacy.
• Parents doing everything for their children and lack of chores for the children.
• Poor coping skills for parents who do not have the mental capacity to deal with
the challenge.
3. Lack of school wide policy
• Policies depend on individual teachers.
• When schools provide Wi-Fi access to students for school computers, the
students gain access for their phones.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Make balance the target not prevention.
“Balance should be the key word and message”
Community leader
•
•

Teach kids to use their screens responsibly.
Provide support for families to alleviate their challenges and promote physical
activity opportunities for their kids simultaneously.

School Policy
• Schools can provide computers that are already connected to Internet to control
phone access.
• Schools and municipality can collaborate to create more programs and
opportunities for kids to be engaged outdoors.
Education and awareness
• Educate children and adults about balancing of screen time.
• Create more awareness on the power of social connectivity and the need to
interact physically with others.
• Teach parents how to set boundaries.
• Increase awareness of applications (Apps) that exist to balance screen time.
• Promote the importance of outdoor time to families with early years children.
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•
•

Hospitals can provide information to families specifically for screen time balance
and active living.
“Growing Up Healthy” is a resource information provided for early years by the
Health Authority in partnership with the Government of Saskatchewan. The
information guides on lifestyle factors like nutrition, sleep, hygiene, and tummy
time activities. This resource can be leveraged to promote play and screen-time
balance for children, youth, and families.

Use screens to promote physical activity
“We use a health app on the phone during gym class to track nutrition,
physical activity, etc…I like tracking my activities because it provides a
reminder of what I’ve accomplished.”
Youth
• The use of Fitbit, Just Dance, Xbox Kinect, Pokémon GO, Wii Sports, and
movement phone applications were all identified by youth.
PROMISING PRACTICES
CULTURAL NORMS
Inspiring play over screen time as a social norm. Consider screen time policy
and program initiatives.
Examples include:
School Policy - Most schools do not have a phone policy. However, a few schoolspecific policies were identified. Some schools completely prohibited phones while
others found ways to balance screen time for students.
Digital Citizenship Program - Students are required to take a course on digital
citizenship before they earn the right to bring their phones to school.
Screenagers - Screenagers is an award-winning film that delves into the common
challenges of the digital age and provides suggestions on how parents can empower
their children to achieve screen time balance. The film has been presented at schools
and in communities to parents and students as a way of facilitating workshops for
screen time balance and mental health promotion.
Disconnect Boxes – Also known as busy boxes, they contain sets of tools designed
to stimulate self-directed play alternatively to passive screen time.
Babies, Books and Bonding (Northern Inter-Tribal Council) - This program is
designed to encourage families to read books as a substitute for screen time while
preparing foods or during family meals.
New Friend Friday - Parents encourage their children to put their phones away and
find a friend to interact with.
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Screen Busters Program (KidsFirst – Assiniboia) - Key tags are given to parents to
engage in conventional games with their children while they are in the waiting room
for doctor’s appointment, instead of giving children their phones.
Take 20 in 2020 (Prince Albert Literacy Network) - This initiative encourages parents
to set aside 20 minutes daily (without passive screen use) for interactive learning
together as a family using a Family Fun Kit.
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WORKPLACE

During the consultation, participants were asked one question on workplace: How does
your workplace encourage physical activity for employees? The findings derived are
described under the following categories:
Use of Benefit Plans/Incentives
The use of incentives was discussed as a practice that encouraged physical activity for
employees. Examples of practices identified include:
• Coverage of cost or reimbursements of expenses related to physical activity
pursuits.
• Some employees provide discounted membership at gyms such as GoodLife
Fitness.
• Some employees facilitate wellness challenge such as tracking of steps or outdoor
hours for rewards.
Scheduled Programming
• Staff yoga sessions during lunch hour was identified.
Reducing Prolonged Sitting
• Standing desks, mostly upon request, were identified in this section.
Encouraging Active Transportation
• Provision of bike racks for employees.
• Promotion of informal walks especially during lunch hour was identified in this
section.
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